DM (Ephesos)
Alright, let's begin.
Something ancient lurks in the swamps of Risia. Something powerful. Something terrible. This much has been known by your people for centuries.
In your hometown of Mekos, these tales are for scaring children. But lately, the entire village is scared.
It started quietly. Finnar, the brewer's daughter, disappeared one night. A search party was formed, combing the nearby swamps, but nothing was concluded. The town mourned. But then similar disappearances started occurring, and tales of the Blood Marsh began circulating again.
Legends speak of the Blood Marsh, found in the deepest reaches of Risia's swamplands. The waters themselves have been dyed red by the blood of countless dead heroes, and a decrepit temple is said to lurk in the deeps, half-buried.
As for the evil housed by that temple, the stories vary wildly. All you know is that the rest of the village is growing restless, and searching the surrounding swamps has been fruitless. The elders of the village are calling for the bravest to dive deep into the swamplands, and seek out the Blood Marsh.
Fancying yourselves as brave, you heeded the call, and now find yourselves in the town square of Mekos, due to set out in the morning. The sun is just now setting.
(Map of Risis is here.)
Amadan
Is there anyone near me/us?
Kurex
(how big is Risis? 100 people? 1000? 10000?)
DM (Ephesos)
Most of the villagers are too busy securing their homes to pay you any attention.
Mekos has a few hundred citizens, and Risia is slightly larger.
Kurex
(So that's about 500 citizens?)
DM (Ephesos)
In permanent settlements, yeah. There are a few smaller villages and such out there, but you don't really know anything about them.
Esstra
I'm going to look around, and see if there is an inn, or hotel, or somewhere we can spend the night, if the sun is setting and we dont leave til morning.
Kurex
An inn is a good place to gather information. Information in always good. I try to find the inn.
DM (Ephesos)
You quickly find the nearest inn, The Clarion Call. It's fairly middle-of-the-road.
Kurex
(Is there a larger inn nearby?)
Amadan
Are there any other notable shops/facilities in town?
DM (Ephesos)
There aren't any patrons in the common room, and it looks like the innkeeper is tidying up to close for the night.
DM (Ephesos)
The Clarion is the only major inn in the city. And it depends on what you're looking for.
Kurex
I chat up the innkeeper a bit. Any good rumors?
Amadan
I actually wasn't looking for anything specific, but... Is there an herbilist's shop around? Or Alchemist.
DM (Ephesos)
There is in fact an alchemist's shop, but it was closed today. The front door had a sign saying "Out Gathering".
Is everyone following Kurex?
Amadan
Yes.
Sawbones
Yes.
Eriman
Sure.
Esstra
Yes.
DM (Ephesos)
The innkeeper, a friendly dwarf who introduces himself as Horam, notices your arrival. He continues cleaning up behind the bar while he talks.
Horam
"So you're the ones, eh?"
Kurex
"Yes, we are"
Sawbones
"What's the price of booze?"
Amadan
"Say, have you heard anything about what's in the marsh?"
Horam
"For you folks, first round's on me. You're either brave or stupid, but either way you deserve a drink before setting out."
Kurex
I eagerly grab my drink
Amadan
"I'll pass, thank you." I pass on the drink.
Kurex
Muttering something incomprehensible, I down it extremley quickly.
Horam
"And what's in the marsh? You tell me."
Sawbones
I sit at the bar and drink, all surly-like.
Horam
"I'm not going in there, the stories are awful."
Amadan
"What stories?"
Horam
"Well, every so often we get some drivers in here who lost a caravan. Or we just have a horse wander into town, dragging reins behind it."
Esstra
"Did your mother never tell you them before bed? Everybody knows the stories."
Horam
"Once there was a frozen human hand on the reins."
DM (Ephesos)
Horam looks at Esstra, slightly irritated.
Horam
"Of course, but who's to say how many are true?"
"You lot aren't from here, are you?"
Kurex
"Yes. Everyone knows the stores" I interrupt "We don't want children's stories. We want facts!"
Sawbones
"I am. Born and raised here, and none the better for it."
Amadan
"I'm not. I came from the grand isle of Ona."
Esstra
"If anybody knew the facts, they'd be sending in a proper force, instead of this group of misfits. I'm just saying. But, sorry, continue Horam."
Horam
"Well, the simple version is this. Big evil necromancer, aeons ago. Whole damn marsh is shot to hell."
Kurex
I laugh "From here? Ha! Thank Imaunte I'm not from this godforsaken backwater!"
DM (Ephesos)
Horam glares at Kurex.
Amadan
"Do you happed to know anybody that's gone into the marsh and might be able to tell us more?"
Horam
"That'll be five silver."
Sawbones
I glare at Kurex.
DM (Ephesos)
He glances back at Amadan.
Horam
"Well, Mikail's been out there a few times, bot not really that far in. Fellow's an alchemist, so he has to gather stuff out there."
"Don't know what, but as long as he's helping me with my back, I really don't care much."
Esstra
"Well, that's helpful - we should go see him in the morning..."
Kurex
"He's out. Do you know when he'll be back?"
DM (Ephesos)
Horam starts to put away the glasses.
Esstra
"You have a bad back? Let me help with those."
Horam
"He's not back yet? That's unusual. He usually doesn't stay out at night."
DM (Ephesos)
Horam gratefully accepts your help.
Eriman
"He must be in the Marsh right now. I don't think we'll be able to meet with him.
Sawbones
(With glasses?)
Esstra
"He's certainly out. We saw the sign on his shop as we came here."
DM (Ephesos)
The door to the inn swings open, and a short man with a shock of white hair steps in. He appears slightly damp, and fairly miserable.
Amadan
"Greetings, sir!"
DM (Ephesos)
He ignores you, walks up to the bar, and sits down.
Eriman
"Hello. Who are you?"
Mikail
"Horam, gimme a pint."
DM (Ephesos)
Horam obliges, and nods to you.
Horam
"Well, you folks are in luck. This here is Mikail."
DM (Ephesos)
Mikail grunts.
Amadan
"Ah, a pleasure to meet you, Mikail. The name's Amadan. I was hoping you'd be able to tell us about the marsh."
Eriman
"You've been in the Blood Marsh?"
"Are you quite sure you're not a frozen hand?"
Mikail
"Yes, what of it?"
DM (Ephesos)
He looks at Eriman strangely.
Eriman
"That's certainly thoroughly unhelpful."
Muttered: "Grouchy old man."
Amadan
"It's dangers, anything unusual you might have seen in it... We're the party assembled to look for the missing."
DM (Ephesos)
Mikail chuckles dryly, before muttering something to Horam. The dwarf nods, and Mikail turns back to you.
Mikail
"Unusual? Nothing in the marsh is usual."
Kurex
"We are being sent out to search the Blood marsh. We'd like to know what you do: topography, layouts, interesting ruins, and other such things."
Sawbones
"He makes his living by knowing where the good stuff is, Kurex."
Mikail
"There are giant eagles that can carry you off in the blink of an eye. Zombies freely roaming, and even the fish have a taste for flesh."
"If you find ruins, you're better off avoiding them."
Eriman
"Are the zombies edible? Is a necromancer responsible for the fish threat?"
Amadan
Glances strangely at Eriman.
DM (Ephesos)
Mikail just stares at Eriman.
Eriman
"What?"
Mikail
"You really don't want to eat a zombie. Like, ever."
Sawbones
"Pfeh. What I grew up with. The place hates anything that wanders in."
Eriman
"How do you know I don't want to eat a zombie? Maybe I enjoy the juicy tenderness."
"You should try it some time."
Amadan
I cut across Eriman. "ANYWAY... Are there any safe, or rather safer, routes in?"
DM (Ephesos)
Mikail stares at Eriman again, before shaking himself back to reality.
Kurex
(muttered) "Wizards these days"
Mikail
"Stick to dry ground if you can. The water's bad."
Eriman
Muttered: "It's actually quite good."
Mikail
"The farther into the swamp you go, the worse the water is. Boil it if you can, or bring your own."
Eriman
"Can the zombies swim?"
Mikail
"And that's nothing about what lives in the water."
Kurex
"Are there any ruins that you have found to be larger, more menacing than the others? Perhaps a high concentration of zombies, or poweful dark energy?"
Eriman
I perk up. "Yes. Zombies."
"Have you seen any?"
Mikail
"Look, I just gather herbs. The whole swamp's swimming in dark energy, and it's all-around nasty. I stick to the edges."
Eriman
Muttered: "That's no fun."
Mikail
"You'd have to be mad to go in there, if half the legends are true."
Eriman
"I've heard the cuisine's good."
Amadan
"Or desperate." I grimace.
DM (Ephesos)
Mikail casts a glance at Horam, and then addresses Amadan.
Mikail
"Is your friend always this..."
"Um..."
Kurex
"We didn't know him before this. "
Amadan
"Eccentric? I wouldn't know, I just met him."
Esstra
"He's not our friend."
Eriman
I smile. "Insane?"
Sawbones
"Seems to be."
Mikail
"...yes, fair enough."
Eriman
"Pretty much."
Sawbones
"With any luck, he'll be a quieter, more violent insane when we get inside."
DM (Ephesos)
Horam breaks in to the conversation briefly.
Horam
"So are you done with the drinks? I'd like to finish up here."
Amadan
"Yes, thank you."
Esstra
"Yes, sorry. But we would like a room for the night, if you have one?"
Horam
"I still have a few windows to lock up."
Sawbones
I chug the remainder of mine.
"Here."
Eriman
"Do you have any zombie urine?"
Amadan
I stare at Eriman, transfixed.
Eriman
I shrug. "It's got magical properties. I think."
"Still haven't gotten around to that test..."
Kurex
I turn to the alchemist "Any potions for sale? We'd like to make a few transactions"
DM (Ephesos)
Horam takes the glasses from you, locking them away in a cabinet behind the bar. Then he nods at Esstra.
Horam
"Four gold for the lot of you."
DM (Ephesos)
At Eriman's comment, Mikail speaks up.
Mikail
"Fifty gold for a vial."
Eriman
(Do I have money?)
DM (Ephesos)
(I don't know, do you?)
Amadan
(I know I don''t)
DM (Ephesos)
(Probably not fifty gold, I'll say that.)
Eriman
(Would saying yes count as cheating?)
DM (Ephesos)
(Yes. Yes, it would.)
Eriman
(Then yes.)
Sawbones
(Nope, I'm broke. I owe money, in fact.)
Kurex
I have some gold, previously mentioned, too!
Esstra
(We'll have enough to cover a room for a couple night, and probably enough to get food for the morning, I reckon, if we club together.)
DM (Ephesos)
Mikail turns to Kurex.
Mikail
"I'm afraid I'm tapped out right now. Just got back, and I need to mix up a few batches."
Eriman
"Anyone want to lend me some money? I'll share with you?"
Kurex
"What kind of potions do you sell?"
(I'll buy in the morning)
DM (Ephesos)
(This is why I like knowing people's inventories.)
Amadan
"I'm all tapped out. I got here by stowing away on a ship."
Mikail
"Depends, what do you need?"
Eriman
"Anyone? 50 gold? I'll give you half the vial!"
Kurex
"Some healing potions would be nice. Specialty potions are pretty nice, too."
Mikail
"If I put a pot on tonight, I can have a few ready for you in the morning."
Sawbones
"We've got a healer. And I'd trust my own skill over any potions."
Kurex
"Great. Can I know the cost in advance? I have about 120 gold"
Mikail
"Hm... well, 5 gold per potion ought to cover it."
Kurex
"Great. I'll buy 6 healing potions. Do you have any stamina potions?"
Mikail
"I could get two potions' worth ready by the morning. 8 gold apiece."
Kurex
"I'll take them That brings my total to what, 46 gold?"
Mikail
"Yes, that'll do it. Give me the coins, and the potions will be ready by sunrise."
Kurex
(I said 120ish. Retconned to 126, to keep numbers even)
DM (Ephesos)
(Fair enough)
Eriman
"Have you heard anything about the magical properties of zombie urine? is it worth my money?"
Esstra
"Whilst you're selling potions, do you have anything to silence him? Seriously?"
Sawbones
"I could chop his throat out."
Eriman
"It's a legitimate question."
Kurex
"I will give you 12 gold now to cover any costs and as a deposit, and the rest when I get the potions"
DM (Ephesos)
Mikail shrugs. He thanks Horam, takes the gold from Kurex, and takes his leave.
Eriman
"I'll force-feed you my zombie urine if you try anything."
Sawbones
"You haven't got any."
Kurex
(so I pay 12 gold?)
DM (Ephesos)
(yup)
Eriman
Muttered: "Bluff always fails..."
Amadan
"Um, what about the room?"
DM (Ephesos)
Horam looks at Amadan, confused.
Horam
"I already said, 4 gold will get you five a room for the night."
"Two gold if your friend will shut up about the zombie urine."
Amadan
(That was actually at my fellow party members)
Kurex
I shrung "I'm buying the potions. Someone else should get the room."
Sawbones
I wave my hand noncommitally.
Eriman
"Can we have a free room if I do a magic trick?"
"That doesn't involve zombie urine."
Horam
"No."
Kurex
"NO!" I can perform a magic trick. It's been my occupation for the past decade, after all"
Amadan
*sighs* "If you'll excuse me, I'm going to find a nice bit of marsh for the night."
Eriman
"What if it's really cool?"
Sawbones
I follow Amadan.
Kurex
I yell out 'Get back here" I hand over 2 gold.
Eriman
I cast magic missile on the wall.
DM (Ephesos)
...roll for it, Eriman.
Kurex
(you had better not)
Sawbones
I go back inside.
DICE
Eriman rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Kurex
(lol)
Amadan
(Oh God)
Eriman
(Oh. Not good.)
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones walks back in the door just in time to see Eriman fling a greenish bolt of energy at the wall. The bolt bounces off the wall and strikes Eriman in the chest, knocking him to the ground.
Eriman takes 3 damage and passes out.
Eriman
"Gah...."
Sawbones
I spit on him as I walk past.
Kurex
'Well, at least we got him to shut up. Can we have the room now?"
Horam
"Yes, yes, of course."
Amadan
I run back in, bow drawn. "What happened?!"
Esstra
"Well that's an improvement. Goodnight, Horam."
Kurex
"I shelled out. I get the bed. You all can sleep on the floor"
DM (Ephesos)
Horam takes the gold, points out your room, and retires.
Sawbones
"What, you don't want to share?"
I leer at Kurex.
DM (Ephesos)
Horam comes back out to lock the front door, then retires again.
Amadan
I uneasily put my bow back and head for the room. "Not even in the marsh yet and we're already getting beaten up..."
Kurex
"The wizard can stay here. I'm not letting him into the room"
Eriman
(That was an epic fail, wasn't it?)
Amadan
(There's been more epic)
DM (Ephesos)
(Not quite as bad as rolling a 1 on your heroic pose.)
Eriman
(So what are we doing now?)
Esstra
Sleeping.
DM (Ephesos)
You hear a crow caw outside.
So, the party's going to sleep?
Amadan
Yep.
On the floor. :-(
Eriman
I've got no choice. :P
Kurex
(not I!)
(just shows what money gets you)
DM (Ephesos)
You sleep uneasily, dreading the journey you must undertake in the morning. Despite your aspirations to bravery, you are well aware of the stories. The Blood Marsh is infamous, and many promising lives have been cut short by journeys intended to prove something.
Suddenly, you each awaken, without immediately knowing why. Then you hear a loud, long scream coming from the eastern edge of town.
Eriman
I jump awake. "How'd I get on the floor? And more importantly, what happened to my zombie urine?"
Amadan
I gather my equipment together and charge out of the inn.
DM (Ephesos)
You bump into the locked door.
Sawbones
I groan and sit up.
Amadan
Can I unlock it?
DM (Ephesos)
Yes, it's just a deadbolt.
Sawbones
Funble around for my bonesaw and stand up.
Amadan
I unlock the door and look outside.
Kurex
I unlock the door and carefully step out,
Sawbones
"Where we goin'?"
Kurex
(draws sword)
DM (Ephesos)
You hear another scream.
Sawbones
I mumble, still dressed in my underwear.
Eriman
I cast Change Self to look like a hunched over man with a long, white beard. And a bald head.
Sawbones
"You got me up for some whore bein groped? Pfagh!"
DM (Ephesos)
Eriman changes his appearance abruptly.
Kurex
I exit the inn, preparing a stun spell
Amadan
I step outside and head east toward the screaming.
I nock an arrow while doing so.
Sawbones
I spit and follow, annoyed.
Eriman
Muttered: "Can't let anyone recognize me...."
DM (Ephesos)
Stumbling through the chilly night air, you eventually reach a small shack near the edge of the village. This appears to be where the screams have been coming from.
The door of the shack has been torn off of its hinges, and it's dark inside. A thin cloth hangs in the doorway, probably meant to guard against the cold. You hear things moving around inside.
Kurex
I blast in a stun spell
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Eriman
I have a bout of coughing.
"Show yourself!"
DM (Ephesos)
(round 1)
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DM (Ephesos)
W = wall
T = table
^ = debris
$ = tree
'=' = window
+ = door
DM (Ephesos)
(1-5 is party members, you can put yourselves anywhere outside the door.)
Amadan
What's A?
DM (Ephesos)
Oh, you can't see inside yet.
Sawbones
I'll be 3.
Kurex
I'll be 1
Amadan
2.
Esstra
4, then.
Eriman
Where's 5?
DM (Ephesos)
(5 can start at G4, but really, anywhere in that area.)
So Kurex, I take it you're entering the building?
Eriman
I'll be 5, then.
Kurex
No.
Amadan
I hide behind the tree at F3 and cover the doorway with an arrow. Stealth?
Kurex
I just fired inside. The spell does no damage, though, just stuns.
DM (Ephesos)
The spell flies in the doorway, and you hear some wood splintering.
Sawbones
I kick at the door.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
DM (Ephesos)
(The door's already off the hinges.)
Sawbones
(Sigh.)
(How far can we move?)
DM (Ephesos)
(Your speed. 5.)
Amadan
(Eph, do I need to roll stealth on hiding behind a tree?)
DM (Ephesos)
(Yes, roll for stealth.)
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan vanishes from sight.
Kurex
(Attacking takes how many points?)
Amadan
(I'm invisible!)
Sawbones
(Can we move diagonally?)
Eriman
(Amadan is that tree.)
DM (Ephesos)
(One attack per round. Yes, you can move diagonally. Move and attack, just move, just attack, these are options. But only one attack per round.)
(Where did you move to, Amadan?)
Amadan
F2 or F3. Depends on whether hiding puts me on the same space as the tree.
DM (Ephesos)
With a 20, yes it does.
Sawbones
I move to F10.
(What's B?)
DM (Ephesos)
You don't know yet.
(Gah, should've left that stuff off.)
As you enter the building, you see a woman slumped against the wall, a broken rake held limply in one of her arms. Standing over her is a... thing. A humanoid figure, maybe seven feet tall, with a ragged black cloak drawn tightly around its form. You can't see its face from here, but you feel profoundly uncomfortable in its presence.
(The woman is A, and the creature is B.)
Sawbones
I hack at the creature's knees with my bonesaw.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Eriman
I enter the house and fire a magic missile at the creature.
DICE
Eriman rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Eriman
(Yeah!)
Sawbones
Say a square, Eriman.
Kurex
I move to H8 and also fire Magic Missile
Eriman
Ah. G8.
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex, you already attacked, so you just move.
Kurex
Oh.
DM (Ephesos)
The bright bolt of energy strikes the creature, and it dissipates.
The creature recoils briefly, then turns to look at you.
Esstra
I'm going to move to cover the door. G7.
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones runs up and hacks at the creature, which barely sidesteps.
Sawbones
(Oooh, with a fifteen? Yikes.)
DM (Ephesos)
The creature seems to slip between you, and suddenly appears in square G9, long claws flailing.
The creature swings at both Sawbones and Kurex. Sawbones Erimans out of the way, but Kurex is picked up and tossed across the room.
Kurex is thrown onto a pile of debris, at H11.
(round 2)
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Amadan
Alright, can I see into the hut? And if so, do I have a shot?
DM (Ephesos)
There are no lights inside the hut.
Kurex
(do I take damage?)
DM (Ephesos)
Oh right, Kurex takes 4 damage.
Sawbones
I try and hit the creature, again.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Sawbones
(ooh!)
Eriman
I fire magic missile again.
DICE
Eriman rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Kurex
I cast Light.
DM (Ephesos)
(Light doesn't need a roll.)
The scene inside flickers into focus as Kurex picks himself off the ground.
Sawbones swings his bonesaw, and the creature tries to slip away. The next thing you see is about half of the creature's cloak falling to the ground.
The creature reappears in F11, next to the woman, and is then struck by Eriman's missile. Again, the missile just seems to dissipate when it strikes.
Sawbones
(With a twenty??? I hit it's clothes??? We're not meant to kill this, are we? :/ )
DM (Ephesos)
You can't see any wounds on the creature, but then again, it's body is solid pitch-black, which makes it a little hard to tell.
Sawbones
I move to H11, drop my saw, and just try to tackle it.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
DM (Ephesos)
You already took your turn.
Esstra, Amadan?
Amadan
I'm thinking.
Esstra
Heh, me too.
DM (Ephesos)
(...when I say it's your turn again, then you can go again. The creature has not taken its turn yet.)
Sawbones
(Ooooh. Okay, sorry. That was a bad roll, anyways.)
Amadan
I run around the house toward the window. I arrive on K8, and I try to be stealthy about it.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
DM (Ephesos)
You slip around the house.
Esstra
I move into the house, to H9, and speak to the dark-thing-beast. "Who are you, and what are you doing here?"
DM (Ephesos)
The beast just looks at you, and for the first time you see its eyes. They glow bright blue, and you see no signs of recognition.
The creature waves its arms around, and the shadows in the room seem to get thicker.
Esstra
"Erm, so, does anybody have any spells that'll affect the walking dead?"
DM (Ephesos)
Then the creature seems to reappear in G10, and lashes out at Esstra and Sawbones.
Amazingly, both of them manage to dodge out of the way.
(round 3)
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Amadan
Is the window open?
Eriman
I cast Detect Magic.
Roll?
DM (Ephesos)
The window is open.
And yes, roll for it.
DICE
Eriman rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Amadan
Move to L10, then shoot an arrow at the beast.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Kurex
I cast Burning Hand at the monster (I'm already adjacent)
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
DM (Ephesos)
The arrow zips past the creature, embedding itself in the west wall.
You see a flicker of flame appear in Kurex's hands, but then it disappears as he stumbles on the debris he's standing on.
Sawbones
Now, I drop my saw and try and tackle the monster.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Sawbones
(Crapples.)
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones leaps at the creature, but it twists out of the way. Sawbones lands on the debris in G11, the wind knocked out of him.
Eriman
"Stop using magic."
Kurex
"Use fire!"
Sawbones
"Oooph."
Esstra
I'm going to cast a healing spell on the shade.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Eriman
"I think it's immune to our magic."
"It's using an abjuration spell."
DM (Ephesos)
A flash of bright light appears in the creature's space, and you glimpse it recoiling and twisting.
The creature pauses for a moment, as if appraising you. Then it bounds over to the woman's side, picks her up and slings her over its shoulder. In a blur of movement, it leaps out the window, and starts running to the east.
(round 4)
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Sawbones
(Will getting up cost me anything?)
DM (Ephesos)
Nope.
Amadan
I intercept the creature and try to grab the woman from it.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Amadan
(Well, I'm glad I didn't try shooting it.)
Sawbones
I run after the monster, to K9, and try to tackle it from behind, at the knees.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
DM (Ephesos)
All Amadan manages to do is cause the creature to shift its load.
Kurex
I leap diagonally out the window and chase after it. I stop on K8 and hack at it with my sword
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones, roll Dex to get out the window.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Kurex
(finally)
Sawbones
(*Headdesk*)
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex, you'll also have to roll to get out the window this turn.
Kurex
I roll to get out the window:
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Eriman
I move out the window to J10 and cast Detect Magic again.
DICE
Eriman rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones jumps out the window, but stumbles on the landing, and falls prone at J9.
Kurex leaps out the window in a manner best described as "functional", and slashes at the creature's back. It recoils.
Eriman
Roll for the window?
DM (Ephesos)
No, if you're just moving to right outside, you're fine.
Esstra?
Eriman
"I don't think our magic will work, or that we can kill it. Just try to save the lady!"
Esstra
I'll cast heal again.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
DM (Ephesos)
You don't have line of sight where you are now.
Esstra
Oh. In that case, I'll move to the window and do so.
DM (Ephesos)
The creature emits a brief, high-pitched shriek as another flash of light surrounds it.
Sawbones
(. . .)
DM (Ephesos)
The creature slashes Kurex with both claws, and they both hit. Kurex takes 4 damage, and collapses.
Then, the figure bounds away.
(round 5)
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Kurex
(I am alive, because I still have Stamina, right?)
Amadan
(Right)
DM (Ephesos)
(Correct. Just unconscious for now.)
(You lose 2 stamina this round from blood loss.)
Kurex
(healing please?)
DM (Ephesos)
So, party's turn.
Sawbones
I look at the fleeing monster and groan, then run to N4 to try and tackle it, again.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Sawbones
(Yus!)
Esstra
I'm going to go outside to stop Kurex from bleeding to death.
Eriman
I run to L5 and cast Detect Magic.
DICE
Eriman rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Eriman
gah.
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones manages to knock the woman off the creature's shoulder.
The creature quickly twists out from under him, however, leaving the goblin with a eerie clammy feeling.
(The woman lands in P3, and the creature shifts to P2.)
Amadan
I put myself between the woman and the creature (Moves to P3) and hit it with a Fire Arrow. Spend 1 stamina on it.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
DM (Ephesos)
Eriman is at L5, he has 7/10 hp, and 10/10 stamina.
Eriman
Thank you.
DM (Ephesos)
Standing at point-blank range, Amadan nocks a flaming arrow, and fires it straight... through the creature. The creature's form almost immediately liquefies.
All that is left is a few tatters of black fabric.
Amadan
(Woo!)
Kurex
(healing!)
(like, now, before I bleed out)
Amadan
(Relax, you've got 8 stamina to bleed with)
Sawbones
(Can I help him?)
DM (Ephesos)
With a passable First Aid roll, yes.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Sawbones
Oh, god.
Eriman
Does my illusion spell have an ongoing stamina cost? If so, I cancel it.
DM (Ephesos)
In trying to wrap Kurex's wounds, Sawbones manages to exacerbate the bleeding. Kurex loses another 2 Stamina.
Esstra
...Did everybody miss this: Esstra: I'm going to go outside to stop Kurex from bleeding to death.
Kurex
(you didn't roll)
Sawbones
"I'm. . . ah. . . unfamiliar with. . . um. . . mage anatomy. . ."
DM (Ephesos)
Oof, my bad.
Esstra quickly corrects Sawbones, and the two manage to stop the bleeding.
Kurex stabilizes at 6 stamina.
Amadan
I examine the dark fabric. Anything I can discern about it?
Esstra
I'll cast a heal spell on him too, to get him back on his feet.
DM (Ephesos)
The fabric is just that, fabric. Nonmagical.
Eriman
"What was that thing?"
I walk over to the woman. Is she hurt?
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex is healed for 4 damage, and slowly regains consciousness (he's at 4/8 hp).
Amadan
"Flammable, apparently."
Sawbones
I give Kurex a hearty pat on the back before going over to stand with Amadan.
Amadan
I pocket the fabric.
DM (Ephesos)
The woman is unconscious, but doesn't have any immediately-obvious wounds. Aside from a few bruises attributable to being dropped.
Kurex
I limp over to the woman. "Do you know what that was?"
Amadan
"Um, she's unconscious."
DM (Ephesos)
The woman, being unconscious, does not respond.
Eriman
I slap her gently in the face.
Amadan
"Let's get her back to her shack. Staying out here isn't such a good idea, I feel."
Eriman
"Hey, wake up!"
DM (Ephesos)
She does not stir.
Kurex
I sigh. "I'm leaving this in your capable hands. I'm going to pick up my potions."
I leave to go to the alchemist
Sawbones
I give her a once-over. Roll?
DM (Ephesos)
Nah, you've got time.
You see no signs of serious physical injury. All you see is the bruises.
Amadan
I recover my arrow from the hut.
Esstra
"Okay, lets take her to her home, and wait there til she wakes."
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex limps away from the group.
Eriman
"Okay. I'll go make sure her house is safe."
I go back inside, and search for valuables.
DICE
Eriman rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Sawbones
"I call the bed. Or the most bed-like apparatus."
Kurex
(probably the table)
Amadan
I search the area briefly for alchemical ingredients.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
DM (Ephesos)
You find nothing immediately valuable in the debris.
You also find no valuable alchemical ingredients around the woman's house.
Eriman
Is there anything noteworthy about the inside of the house?
DM (Ephesos)
Nope, not really.
Amadan
"Worth a shot." I grab a few arrow-length branches from the nearby trees to sharpen into arrows.
Eriman
I go back out, and carry/drag the woman inside.
Sawbones
I retrieve my saw and try to find a comfortable place in the building to wait until the woman wakes up.
DM (Ephesos)
You manage to get the woman back into her house.
Amadan
While I wait, I sharpen the branches with my knife into crude arrows.
Eriman
"Well, what do we do now?"
Amadan
"Good question. I guess... I guess we head out into the marsh."
"And pray we don't encounter more of those things."
Eriman
"And leave her behind? To keep summoning demon-zombie things? I think not!"
DM (Ephesos)
The arrows slowly start to take shape. You end up with 3 usable arrows.
Eriman
"We need to interrogate her, at the very least."
Sawbones
"I doubt she's a summoner."
Amadan
(That brings my total to 12, correct?) "I didn't say right this minute."
Sawbones
"Mages are more flimsy than this wench."
Eriman
"Who are you calling flimsy?"
DM (Ephesos)
(Yes, that makes 12 arrows.)
Amadan
"I'm going to look for a healer." I leave the shack and look for a healer or someone that might help bring this woman to consciousness.
Eriman
"Isn't one of you lot a healer?"
DM (Ephesos)
It's the middle of the night, for the record.
Sawbones
"Sawbones. Big difference."
Amadan
I still look for a healer. And I stay alert for any dark creatures that might be out.
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan leaves the building.
Eriman
"Meh. Wake me if anything happens." I get in the bed or whatever and go to sleep.
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex reappears shortly thereafter.
Kurex
"I vote that we take the woman back to the inn. It will be easier to defend, in case the creatures reappear. Plus, we can get some sleep"
Eriman
"zzzzzzzz"
Sawbones
"What and walk all the way back? I just got comfortable."
I turn over and try to rest.
DM (Ephesos)
In a little while, Amadan reappears.
So everyone's going back to sleep?
Amadan
I keep watch, but it appears so.
Esstra
I'll stay up and keep watch
Kurex
I stay awake, keeping watch
Esstra
Sniped.
We'll take turns.
DM (Ephesos)
Work it out amongst yourselves.
Kurex
Turns work fine.
Amadan
Yeah.
DM (Ephesos)
Alright.
You take turns at keeping watch, and soon morning arrives. However, a thick fog has rolled into town overnight, so it's just a lighter gray outside now.
Kurex recovers 2 stamina.
Amadan
Is the woman awake?
Kurex
(whew!)
DM (Ephesos)
The woman is not awake.
Esstra
...Is the woman alive?
DM (Ephesos)
The woman is alive.
Esstra
I'll check her. We all know Sawbones sucks at First Aid.
Kurex
(can I have another healing spell? And maybe Eriman should get one too?)
Eriman
(Eriman doesn't know Conjuration)
Amadan
(I think he meant Eriman should RECEIVE a healing spell.
Kurex
(as in, can we be healed, not can we learn one)
Eriman
(Oh, okay)
"Uuuugh, my wounds are sore."
Esstra
"Guys, I'm getting a weird feeling off this woman. Can somebody detect magic on her, please?"
Amadan
"Allen, you've lived here, correct? Do you know of any professional healers around here?"
Eriman
"Sure." I cast Detect Magic.
Esstra
"Also, I am a professional healer. Jeez."
DM (Ephesos)
For the record, you can try to detect magic without the spell. The spell is just more accurate.
DICE
Eriman rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Amadan
"MORE professional then Esstra?"
Eriman
"She's cursed."
'It's necromantic. That's bad news."
"As your wizard, I advise you to tie her up and burn the house down."
Sawbones
"Yeah, there's at least one at every temple. They charge up the ass, though."
Amadan
"All that from just being in contact with that thing?"
Kurex
(healing?)
"Cursed? Let me examine her!"
Esstra
"Well we dont know that. Maybe she was cursed before, and thats why the thing came for her."
Kurex
(i examine manually, no spell)
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Eriman
"I can't be sure if it's from that thing we fought or some other source. What I can be sure of is the power of cleansing fire."
Esstra
Can I try and cast a powerful healing spell on her? Using 2 stamina.
DM (Ephesos)
Yes, you can certainly do that.
Sawbones
"Yeah, let's burn her. I'm not gonna shell out for some bumb broad we just found."
DM (Ephesos)
Roll for it, though.
Amadan
"Yeah. Why take chances when those cursed could turn around and kill us?" I point my bow with a nocked arrow at Eriman.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Kurex
"I don't detect anything! Besides, going around burning people is hardly good for our reputation"
Eriman
"Whoa, whoa, whooaa. Why are you pointing that arrow at me?"
DM (Ephesos)
A bright flash of light illuminates the woman, and for a moment you think you can see a wisp of dark smoke rise above her body. Then, the vision disappears.
Amadan
"You touched that thing, you might be cursed."
DM (Ephesos)
The woman still appears to be unconscious.
Sawbones
I grab Amadan.
"I touched it, too. You'll not touch me!"
Amadan
"Relax, Allen, I'm making a point."
I put the bow and arrow away.
Esstra
"Everybody hold still. Jeez. Who touched it?"
Sawbones
I step forward.
Eriman
Can I cast Detect Magic on her again, to see if anything's different now?
DM (Ephesos)
Yup, you can.
Eriman
I do so.
DICE
Eriman rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Amadan
Can I try (manually) detecting magic to see if anyone else in the party is cursed? I imagine it'll fail, but it's worth a shot.
Eriman
"She seems better now."
DM (Ephesos)
Yes, you can try.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Eriman
"But we could still burn her, just to be sure."
Esstra
I was just about to do that, so I'll help.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Kurex
"No burning people, guys"
Esstra
"Oh, gods..."
Amadan
"What?"
Esstra
"Everybody step away from Sawbones."
Sawbones
I look around.
Kurex
I step back
Sawbones
Panicky, of course.
Amadan
(Seems like that thing had a cursing touch)
I take one cautious step away, but otherwise stay near.
Sawbones
I look at Esstra worriedly.
"What?"
Esstra
"I'm going to need somebody to volunteer to restrain him."
Amadan
"I'll do it."
Kurex
"This could get ugly fast."
Esstra
"The spell didn't affect the woman, because she was already out, but I dont know what will happen to a conscious person."
Sawbones
I back away to the door, holding my hands up.
Amadan
I restrain Sawbones.
Sawbones
"Get off me, you rat!"
Amadan
"Look, it's for your own benefit, Allen. Unless you'd rather turn into a slavering monster..."
Esstra
"Okay, this should hurt a little. Hopefully, it works..."
Sawbones
I squirm out of his grip.
Amadan
I keep my grip (rolls needed?)
DM (Ephesos)
Opposed rolls, Sawbones and Amadan.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan manages to restrain Sawbones.
Amadan
"Allen, stop struggling!"
Sawbones
. . . Then I kick him in the crotch!
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Sawbones
(WHY???)
DM (Ephesos)
The kick goes wide.
Eriman
"Stop resisting or we'll have to burn you."
Esstra
"Great. It's already got to his brain..."
Eriman
I pose as if about to fire a spell.
Sawbones
I try and bring Amadan down by throwing my weight onto him. . .
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Kurex
I stealthily prepare a stun spell incase things get out of hand
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones struggles, to no avail.
Esstra
"Just hold still, or you're going to die a very painful death!"
Amadan
"Esstra, what's taking so damn long? Cast the spell already!"
Sawbones
I bite his arm!
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Esstra
"He needs to be still!"
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan successfully restrains Sawbones and keeps him from acting.
Eriman
Can I use evocation to make some sparks?
DM (Ephesos)
Yeah, sure.
DICE
Eriman rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Sawbones
(Rawr!)
Esstra
Okay, I cast the healing spell.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Sawbones
"Crazy bastards! Let me outta here!"
DM (Ephesos)
A shower of sparks appears as a flash of light appears around Sawbones.
Esstra
"Amadan, let him go. But get ready to bean him one... the curse might have been too strong for me..."
Amadan
I let go.
Esstra
"How do you feel, Sawbones?"
Sawbones
I jerk away and glare at everyone.
"Fine! I was fine before! Damn!"
Eriman
"Would you prefer the cleansing power of fire? I'll happily oblige."
Esstra
Esstra bursts out laughing.
Eriman
I grin evilly.
Kurex
I release the stun spell at Eriman "Quiet!"
Sawbones
I spit at Eriman.
Amadan
"Esstra? Care to let us in on the joke?"
Esstra
"Yeah, he was fine. I just wanted to panic him."
"Nobody here is cursed."
Sawbones
"I'll kill you."
Esstra
"But guys, what a show. Congrats!"
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
DM (Ephesos)
...what's that roll?
Amadan
Stun spell.
Kurex
For a stun spell fired off at Eriman
Sawbones
"I will murder you."
Amadan
(Anyone get the feeling we're not making it out of the TOWN alive?)
Kurex
(yup)
Sawbones
(Not if I can help it.)
DM (Ephesos)
The spell strikes Eriman. It doesn't fully stun him, though... just kind of causes him to slur his consonants.
Kurex
(is it morning?)
Amadan
(Yes)
"Look, if we're done here..." Glare at Esstra, "Then we need to get moving.
DM (Ephesos)
Yes, it's morning now.
Esstra
*still chuckling*
Kurex
"Right, let's move out, people. I need to grab some potions, and then we can head out. Come on!"
Eriman
"Blllllllllurrrrrrrgggg!"
Amadan
"Let's leave the woman with the inkeeper."
Eriman
"Blech. Let's go."
DM (Ephesos)
The woman stirs slightly as you head towards the door.
Amadan
I look up. "Sweet Liea, does it end?"
DM (Ephesos)
So, is everyone leaving?
Kurex
Yeah.
Sawbones
Mmmhmm.
Screw her.
Eriman
Are we in the inn?
DM (Ephesos)
So you're just leaving the woman?
Eriman
No.
I hang back.
Amadan
I take the woman with, back to the inn
Kurex
Amadan is carrying her
DM (Ephesos)
Okay.
Amadan
(Man, tons of lag all of a sudden)
Eriman
I cast Detect Magic on the woman.
DICE
Eriman rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
DM (Ephesos)
You get back to the inn, with Amadan carrying the woman over his shoulder.
Eriman
"Nothing."
DM (Ephesos)
Horam is around, and he looks perplexed.
Eriman
"I want to talk to the woman."
Amadan
I set her down in a chair. "Ma'am? Are you alright?"
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex goes off to pick up his potions.
Sawbones
I gather my stuff, finally get dressed, and wait downstairs.
(BTW, Allen wears a leather apron and gloves, with a surgical mask.)
DM (Ephesos)
The woman gradually awakens.
Eriman
"Hello? Who are you?"
Amadan
"Ma'am?"
Eriman
"Would you happen to have any zombie urine?"
DM (Ephesos)
Horam, ever alert, gets a mug of something steaming in front of her quickly.
Esstra
"Thanks Horam."
DM (Ephesos)
The woman looks at Eriman. She briefly looks terrified, but then she sees Horam and the mug.
She sips it, slowly.
Eriman
"Well?"
Esstra
"Ignore our idiotic friend. Are you alright?"
Meredith
"I'm... I'm okay."
"I'm in the Clarion?"
Amadan
"Yes. Do you remember anything about last night?"
Meredith
"I... something broke into my house."
Eriman
"Bah. Useless."
"We already know that. We fought it off."
"Remember anything else?"
Meredith
"I tried to fight. But it..."
Eriman
"Have you met any Faeries in the past seventy-two hours?"
DM (Ephesos)
She shudders, and leaves the sentence hanging.
Amadan
Ignores Eriman. "Do you have any idea why this thing decided to come after you?"
Esstra
"Have you seen anything like that before?"
Eriman
"Or Faeries? Pixies? Elves?"
Sawbones
"She just woke up. Give her a minute."
Meredith
"It... it looked like my husband."
Amadan
"Who was your husband?"
Sawbones
"Was your husband with you that night?"
Eriman
"Your husband? Could you tell us anymore about him? Has he said anything about unicorns?"
Meredith
"My husband is dead. Has been for years."
Sawbones
"How did he die?"
Eriman
"How did he die?"
Amadan
*sniped
DM (Ephesos)
Horam sneaks up behind Eriman and claps him on the head with a metal flagon. No damage.
Amadan
Looks at Horam. "Thank you."
Eriman
I turn around and pretend to prepare a spell. "Don't."
To the woman: "Did you see him die? Was he murdered by gremlins?"
Amadan
"Kurex?"
DM (Ephesos)
Horam brings the flagon down with greater force, stunning Eriman. 1 damage.
Amadan
"Oh. That'll work too."
Eriman
"I'll kill you all!"
Sawbones
I grab him and drag him out of the inn.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Eriman
Magic missile!
DICE
Eriman rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
DM (Ephesos)
Wrong, you're stunned. No action.
Sawbones
(Why do my rolls against party members have to suck so bad?)
Amadan
"Enough!"
Eriman
(I know the feeling.)
DM (Ephesos)
Eriman collapses as Horam gently nudges him over.
Amadan
I turn back to the woman. "I'm sorry for this. Eriman... isn't right in the head."
"Ma'am, how did your husband die?"
Sawbones
Oh, then I just drag him outside.
Esstra
"We don;t even need the details. Did he go into the swamp?"
DM (Ephesos)
The woman looks briefly at Eriman as Sawbones drags him away.
Meredith
"It's okay... he's, strange, I can see. And it's Meredith."
Amadan
"Meredith." I nod.
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex returns.
Amadan
"Wait Kurex wasn't... wow, now I feel like an idiot."
(Memory fail. I thought Kurex was with us the entire time)
Kurex
I walk over Ermarin, careful to get several large clumps of mud on his robe "So, what just happened?"
Amadan
"Meredith here finally came around."
"Also, Eriman went strange. er."
DM (Ephesos)
Meredith takes some time to sip her drink.
Kurex
"I see. Did she have anything interesting to say?'
DM (Ephesos)
You see Horam disappear into another room. Soon you smell food.
Sawbones
I prop Eriman up against the wall, next to the door, and pat him on the head.
DM (Ephesos)
Eriman regains consciousness.
Amadan
I wait for Meredith's response to the question.
Meredith
"Sorry, what was the question?"
Kurex
(the question was directed at Amadan)
Eriman
(Can the party see me?)
Amadan
"How did your husband die?"
Kurex
(yes)
DM (Ephesos)
She shudders again, and takes another sip.
Meredith
"A dire eagle got him."
Eriman
(I thought I was outside the Inn.)
Meredith
"It happened a few years ago."
Sawbones
I walk back inside.
Kurex
(nope, next to the door)
Eriman
(But Sawbones was outside.)
Amadan
"Did he go into the marsh at any point?"
Sawbones
"I don't think that 'It looked like my husband.' is what we should be spending our time on."
(I propped him up outside the door.)
Meredith
"Well, our fields are kind of close to the edge of the swamp, but no, he never went there."
Amadan
"Well, Allen, it's curious it took the shape of her husband. It means it was a targeted attack, not just random."
"Furthermore, if it just wanted to kill her, it could have done it right then and there."
DM (Ephesos)
(Eriman is propped up by the doorway, but outside. He is visible to the party, though.)
Sawbones
"What I mean is, we have no way of knowing that it wasn't just coincidence or confusion."
"And we have no body to make sure."
Amadan
"Maybe. I don't buy into conicidences, though."
DM (Ephesos)
Horam pokes his head back into the common room.
Horam
"Who wants eggs?"
Amadan
"After all, to us, it just appeared as a dark shadow."
"Ooh, eggs sound lovely."
Eriman
I move out of the party's line of sight (stealthily) and then I cast Change Self. I am now a tall man with a cloak and hood and a long scraggly brown beard.
DM (Ephesos)
Roll Stealth. Any party member can roll Perception.
DICE
Eriman rolled 1 20-sided die: 20 (Stealth)
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 5 (Perception)
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 16 (Perception)
DM (Ephesos)
Horam pops back into what you assume is the kitchen.
Kurex
"Either that, or the attacker somehow can psycologically alter other's perceptions of it. I have heard of this before. Look, it appeared to us, adventurers, as a terrifying monster. What if, in fact, we simply saw the form that would instill the most fear in us, where she saw an apparation of her long-dead beloved husband. This is very interesting"
Sawbones
(Seriously, this bad rolling is getting old.)
Amadan
"'Terrifying?' It was scary, sure, but not terrifying."
Sawbones
"I wasn't afraid."
Amadan
"Plus, what are the odds of all five of us being scared of the exact same thing?"
DM (Ephesos)
A tall man in a cloak and hood walks into the inn. You don't recognize him.
Sawbones
"Now, my last wife. . . That's something to be afraid of."
Eriman
"Hello. The name's Jack." (Bluff)
DM (Ephesos)
No roll.
Kurex
"Hardly. Either it actually was different, and we had different perceptions, or the creature simply counted us all as a group."
Eriman
"Any news of the Blood Marsh?"
Kurex
(what time is it?)
DM (Ephesos)
(None of you have any reason to suspect that this is anything but a newcomer, for the record.)
It's still early morning.
Eriman
(I wish I'd done that privately....)
Sawbones
I glance at the newcomer before turning back to the party. "At any rate, that creature is gone, and we've still got a job to do."
"Are we leaving or not?"
Amadan
"...yes. Yes of course."
Eriman
I perk up. "Creature?"
Kurex
"Blood marsh? We were all sent out to investigate and deal with the problem. Who, may I as, are you?"
DM (Ephesos)
Horam calls out from the kitchen.
Horam
"What about the eggs?"
Amadan
"I'll get Eriman real quick."
Eriman
"The name's Jack," I repeat. "I'm a mercenary."
"Oh, your friend?"
Esstra
"We'll have the eggs first. Or course!"
Eriman
"I saw him. He said he was going to leave. Gone now."
Kurex
"What, has the crazy bastard deserted us?"
Amadan
I glance suspiciously at Jack. "How do you know so much about Eriman?"
Esstra
"He just said. He saw him."
DM (Ephesos)
Horam emerges with a few plates of scrambled eggs, covered in some unidentified brown sauce.
Esstra
"Do you know anything about the Blood Marsh, Jack?"
Kurex
I grab my plate "What's the sauce?"
Amadan
"Yeah... but we never said anything about him being outside."
Eriman
"What do you mean? I met him out there, about to take off."
Sawbones
I look at the newcomer more suspiciously.
Horam
"Secret recipe."
Eriman
"Said he was with a group of adventurers, but he was leaving them."
Kurex
I tentativley sample a small bite of sauce
Amadan
I sit down and eat, keeping an eye on the stranger.
Eriman
"It might also interest you to know that he was going to come back and 'get his revenge.' Weird guy."
DM (Ephesos)
The sauce is delicious and tangy.
Esstra
"Heh, that does sound like him. Come, sit down, and tell us about the marsh."
Eriman
I sit down with the party.
Sawbones
I shrug.
Eriman
"So, the Blood Marsh..."
Sawbones
"Can't blame him. We treated him like crap."
Kurex
I suddenly turn and blast a stun spell at "Jack". If he's Eriman, he should block it
Sawbones
*facepalm*
DM (Ephesos)
Roll it.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Sawbones
(Why would you do that?)
Eriman
"What are you doing?" I shout.
DM (Ephesos)
The spell strikes the newcomer, who immediately goes rigid and falls over.
Sawbones
"Kurex, what the hell?"
Kurex
I shrug, and turn back to my food. "Guess he was legit"
DM (Ephesos)
A moment later, Eriman's spell wears off.
Sawbones
"Oh, it's Eriman. Whatever."
Kurex
My head whips back around "Wait, what?"
Eriman
"Screw you..."
Sawbones
I go help him up.
Amadan
"Oh, it's just Eriman."
Eriman
(That was dumb. You never would have figured it out that fast.)
Esstra
"You know, being proved right doesnt mean we should shoot first and ask later..."
(OoC - yeah, you would not have twigged. Really.)
DM (Ephesos)
(Remember, the 20 was on Stealth, not Bluff.)
Kurex
(my guy is literally the most paranoid dude in the world)
Esstra
(But, he didnt say anything to give him away)
Amadan
(FYI, that wasn't where my character's thought process was going. He's actually lucky Kurex shot him)
Kurex
I resume eating eggs
DM (Ephesos)
(I will vouch for Kurex's paranoia.)
Amadan
I finish up the eggs. "My compliments, Horam."
Eriman
I start slouching defeatedly. "I'll just go back outside..."
DM (Ephesos)
Horam nods appreciatively.
Kurex
"Oh no you don't" I grab Eriman by the collar"
Horam
"Thanks. It's on the house for rescuing Meredith."
Amadan
"It was nothing." I say modestly.
Sawbones
I shrug.
"I wanted to burn her."
Kurex
"Nothing? I nearly bled out!"
Eriman
"Would've deserved it..."
Amadan
I put my head to rest in my hand. "We're never going to make it, are we, Horam?"
Sawbones
"Hopefully not."
DM (Ephesos)
Meredith looks at Sawbones nervously.
Kurex
I finish. "Come on, we're done here. Let's go"
DM (Ephesos)
Horam shrugs.
Horam
"I wish you the best of luck."
Amadan
I get up. "Thank you for the meal. I wish you the same." I turn and leave.
DM (Ephesos)
Meredith calls after Amadan.
Meredith
"Thank you!"
Amadan
"Not a problem, m'lady!"
Kurex
I roll my eyes
Sawbones
"What, are we finally leaving?"
Amadan
It appears so.
Eriman
"Let's go."
Amadan
"Let's go."
DM (Ephesos)
So the party's leaving?
Eriman
Yeah.
Amadan
Yep.
Sawbones
Let's go.
Kurex
Fine.
DM (Ephesos)
Horam waves goodbye as you exit, as does Meredith.
Esstra
"Well, okay. To the marshes?"
DM (Ephesos)
Outside, a few people are wandering around, going about their daily routines.
Amadan
"You have a better idea?"
I smile and lead the way.
Esstra
"Nope. Just making sure we're on the same page!"
DM (Ephesos)
You see Eriman casting a spell, but he stops when you notice him.
Kurex
"Marsh is east. Let's go"
(I walk a few paces behing Eriman, JIC)
DM (Ephesos)
Within a few minutes, you reach the edge of town. The marsh looms ahead.
Eriman tries again, but stops when he sees Kurex watching him.
Sawbones
I sigh. "Eriman, the constant self-destructiveness is not necessary."
DM (Ephesos)
You cross the thin fields separating Mekos from the swampland.
The thin strands of forest and fields suddenly give way to a broad, open marsh, extending all the way to the horizon. A few clumps of scraggly conifers poke up out of the sodden ground, and you can dimly see a few vague structures leaning into the swamp at crazed angles. It's very quiet.
Thankfully, there is plenty of solid (if damp) ground to be found, and making your way across should be fairly easy. Of course, that could change as you head further inland.
Kurex
I withdraw a pen and paper and begin making notes and drawing pictures
DM (Ephesos)
You hear a loud squawk, and look up to see a dire eagle circling over the marsh in the distance. The fierce predator has not yet noticed you, thankfully.
Amadan
I ready my bow and nock an arrow before proceeding.
Kurex
"Hmm. If we head directly east towards that ruin over there, we should have some solid ground for quite a while"
DM (Ephesos)
The eagle suddenly dives toward a target on the ground, and then... a blur of movement erupts from a tree, and you see a shadowy form leap out to pluck the bird from the air. Both figures disappear behind a patch of brush without another sound.
Amadan
"Mercy..."
DM (Ephesos)
End session.
